THE STONE - REFLECT ON THE UNSEEN AND
THE OTHERWORDLY THAT LIES BEYOND
Black Metal band The Stone may not be the biggest name in the scene, even though they have been
active since 1996. Maybe the fact that they’re hailing from Serbia, and not from the more well-known
hotbeds of the genre, such as Scandinavia, Greece, or other countries, has something to do with this?
Nevertheless, these guys have been very productive throughout their career, with many qualitative
albums and smaller releases shaping their impressive discography. Even with their ninth record
“Kosturnice”, released through Immortal Frost Productions, The Stone shows the world that they’re still
a Black Metal force to reckoned with. Vocalist Glad speaks in the name of the band. (JOKKE)

(c) Vladimir Milovanovic
“Kosturnice” is your ninth full-length. Are you still as excited about a new release as when the band first
started?
Yeah, pretty much. As long as we feel like we can deliver great music and still have something of merit to
say, The Stone will continue churning studio albums and performing live whenever possible. If we didn’t
feel like it, we would just call its quits as we have nothing to prove to anyone.
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The Stone started back in 1996 as Stone To Flesh. How where these first years as a band? Was it difficult
being a band from Serbia, while at that time the focus regarding Black Metal was pointed towards
Scandinavia and Greece? Did the Civil War and Post-War period affect the band and your life in some
way or another?
Before the conflicts of the early 90s, Yugoslavia had a thriving thrash, speed, and death metal scene which
understandably collapsed together with the country. By the mid-90s, whoever wanted to play metal had
to be really stubborn and persistent, and we worked with what we had. After two relatively successful
demo tapes, “Serbian Wood” (1996) and “Killed by the Sun” (1997), Stone to Flesh proceeded to record
the first full-length in 1999, just months after NATO bombed and completely fucked up our country. And
I’m sure that the country of origin has always played a pivotal role in extreme metal - like you said yourself,
the Scandinavian and Hellenic bands got most of the attention. I’d dare say The Stone would be a much
more known band nowadays if we hailed from Germany, Poland, or anywhere else in Central-Europe.
What I always wondered about, is which figure can be seen in the band logo and what is the meaning
behind the band name?
This stylized specter or apparition was first used to convey “the theatre of the absurd” theme of the
previous album and was later merged with the logo. As the design fits really well with the shape of
Cristophe Szpajdel’s logo, we just chose to continue with this imagery. In my opinion, the original name
‘Stone to Flesh’ can be seen as a dichotomy between the eternal and the passing, or temporal. The initial
band signed a deal with a shitty, poorly-managed Austrian label called CCP, that wouldn’t allow Stone to
Flesh to leave its roster. To break away, the decision was made to shorten the name to The Stone for the
second album.
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Up until the 2007 album “Неке ране крваре вечно”, all song and album titles were written in Serbian
Cyrillic alphabet. As of this point, you switched to the Serbian Latin alphabet. Was this switch just done
to make it easier for non-native Serbian speakers to pronounce album titles or is there another
motivation?
As far as I can recall, this wasn’t a premeditated, forced decision. It was more in a way, okay we did a
couple of albums only with Cyrillic lettering, let’s try something different this time around. And yes, the
plus side was that at least the fans from Ex-YU territories could understand the lyrics without having to
learn this specific alphabet.
Throughout the years, there has been a thematic shift from Slavic paganism to topics such as nihilism,
death, misanthropy, and existentialism. Why did you abandon the pagan themes?
The shift came somewhat naturally. I guess the band felt like these kinds of themes were explored enough
and pursued other avenues of inspiration. The Stone never entirely abandoned pagan themes, though.
Those familiar with Slavic Mythology can still find pagan overtones on almost every later album.
The new album title translates as “charnel
house” or “ossuary”. The use of ossuaries is
a longstanding tradition in the Orthodox
Church. The remains of an Orthodox
Christian are treated with special reverence,
in conformity with the biblical teaching that
the body of a believer is a “temple of the Holy
Spirit”, having been sanctified and
transfigured by Baptism, Holy Communion
and the participation in the mystical life of
the Church. In Orthodox monasteries, when
one of the brethren dies, the body is first
buried in a temporary grave, then after some
years the skeletal remains are removed and
placed in an ossuary. If there is reason to
believe that the departed is a saint, the
remains may be placed in a reliquary;
otherwise the bones are usually mingled
together (skulls together in one place, long bones in another, etc.). Why did you choose to name the
album “Kosturnice”?
Wow, you took the album title quite literally, huh? It doesn’t have anything to do with Orthodoxy or
religion. Ossuaries were meant more like a metaphor not only to describe the rotten affair of today’s
world, but also to reflect on the unseen and the otherworldly that lies beyond. Strange enough, I first
came up with the title and then proceeded to write the song, not the other way around. For this reason,
I view the title of the album as the mortar that binds all the lyrics therein together.
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There are many ossuaries in Europe. Did you already have the chance to visit some of them? If so, which
ones made the biggest impression on you?
Though we haven’t had the opportunity to visit places such as Sedlec or The Catacombs of Paris so far, we
are very well aware there’s a vast number of ossuaries scattered throughout the continent, some less
known and some top tourist destinations such as the two mentioned above. However, if I have to name
one that stands out for me, then I’d have to say The Skull Tower in Niš, one of the oldest cities in Serbia
and the Balkans. Constructed by the Turks in the early 19th century, the tower initially held more than
900 skulls of rebel fighters fallen in the First Serbian Uprising and served as a warrning for the peoples of
the region seeking to liberate themselves from the yoke of the Ottoman Empire.

The Skull Tower in Niš
It seems there is a certain death-related concept that links all the songs. Since I became a father last
year, I suddenly seem to be more aware of my own mortality and also that of my parents. How do you
deal with Death?
Yes, that is very much true. The songs on “Kosturnice” deal with topics such as ritualistic sacrifice with the
promise of an afterlife, spiritual decrepitude, one’s worst nightmares coming true, nuclear end-game, war
atrocities, mass murder, and beyond. Nonetheless, there is an underlying theme connecting all the lyrics
and it is the omnipresent DEATH. I’d say writing lyrics about it is my way of dealing with human mortality
and what comes next.
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If I’m not mistaken, for the first time you also wrote some lyrics in English. Why did you specifically
choose English for “Tremors beneath the Ground of the Charnel House” and “Engulfed by the abyss”?
Not the first time, no. The band’s first album “Some Wounds Bleed Forever” from 2000, later re-released
in 2007 as “Неке ране крваре вечно”, featured six songs in English. “Golet”, The Stone’s fifth full-length
from 2011, has three. Additionally, some of The Stone’s EPs and split-singles do have English lyrics here
and there. As for your question, songwriting is a spontaneous process and some ideas come in our native
tongue while others come out of my head in English. It’s how these lyrics lay down with the music that
determines the preferred language for the song, simple as that.
How are the reactions to the new record so far? Do you read reviews and how do you cope with negative
criticism?
So far, the reactions have been overwhelmingly positive, with most online outlets and reviewers praising
the album. Since the album is still freshly released, we have new reviews coming in almost every day - and
yes, we are curious about how other people perceive our work. There will always be negative feedback,
even when bands release their magnum opuses, so we choose to ignore the naysayers as everyone in the
band is extremely satisfied with the outcome.
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There used to be 2- or 3-year-gaps in between records, but this time it took around five years to come
up with the successor for 2017’s “Teatar apsurda”. Why did it take a little bit longer this time? Does it
become more and more difficult throughout the years to write a strong and qualitative record?
I cannot agree with you on this one as there has never been a pause in the songwriting process, really.
“Teatar apsurda” was released at the tail end of 2017, in mid-December. Nefas left the band in early 2018
and when I rejoined The Stone, we began working on new songs almost immediately. Then we entered
the studio in autumn 2018 and recorded “Kruna praha” EP that was released independently in early 2019.
After just a few shows to promote the EP, we jumped right back to composing new material, and by the
end of that year, most of the music and arrangements were completed.
We did have some setbacks though, caused by the coronavirus pandemic. The initial plan was to record
“Kosturnice” in early 2020 and have it released by September, in order to be able to go on a European
tour in support of the album. But, as Covid-19 loomed over the continent, Serbia entered a complete
lockdown for more than two months. It was impossible to proceed with the recording sessions as planned
under these circumstances, so we had to postpone everything. Even with these difficulties, we were still
able to finish the album by summer 2020, but by then the next available slot Immortal Frost Productions
had for The Stone was March 2021. In my book, that’s a gap of three years and three months between
albums, not five.
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You mainly used to do live vocals, but
now also became the studio vocalist since
2019’s EP “Kruna praha”. What made
former vocalist Nefas quit the band?
Though I mostly handled live performances from 2005 to 2010, I was involved in
The Stone’s studio sessions too. I did
backing vocals and additional lines for the
album “Umro” and the split single “The
Ancestral Alliance” with Kult from Italy,
both released in 2009. I also sang the
entire “Old Wounds Bleed Misanthropy”
EP from 2010.
I never got to personally talk to Nefas
about it, but as far as I know, he became
somewhat disillusioned with the traditionnal Black Metal milieu and wanted to step
back from it all. There were a couple of
other times over the years when he had
wanted to quit the band only to come back
later. However, this time the parting was
mutual and definite.
What are, vocal-wise, the biggest differrences between you and Nefas?
I’m not sure if I’m the right person to answer this question. I think fans of the band who had a chance to
see both line-ups can attest to the different styles more adequately. Or you can simply play the last two
studio albums back-to-back and judge for yourself.
I have seen The Stone two times live (once on tour with Isvind and once on tour with Dødheimsgard)
and have to compliment Glad on his stage performance. How do you prepare yourself to enter the
mindset needed to perform on stage?
You mixed up something here. Nefas did the tour with Isvind and The Stone never toured with
Dødheimsgard, so it was probably some other gig. But who can remember every single event, right? (I’m
getting old, haha; ADDERGEBROED) After so many years of performing live, you don’t need to enter a
specific mindset as it simply becomes a part of you. No, just give us a stage and a half-decent monitoring
system and we’ll show you the very definition of a Black Metal event!
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Honza Kapák used to produce some of your records and since 2017 he’s also part of the line-up as your
drummer. Is it an advantage that the studio engineer or producer is now also part of the band compared
to working with an external person?
Having a three-in-one member such as Honza (drummer, engineer, producer) is definitely a huge benefit
for The Stone, as it cuts out the middle man and makes the whole music-making process much easier to
complete. The guy has also been a dear friend of ours since the early 2000s and we have collaborated
many times on recordings, shows & festivals in both Czech and Serbia. Before joining the band
permanently, Honza also played some gigs for The Stone in Germany in 2009 and 2015 if I can remember
correctly. So you see, it was only natural to lure him in and involve him as a full-time member, hehe.
“Kosturnice” is the first record that is being released by our homeland label Immortal Frost Productions,
whereas some previous releases were done by the band’s own label Mizantropeon Records. What made
you switch and how is the collaboration going thus far?
After two releases on the band’s
very own Mizantropeon Records,
we realized it would be much
better if we had a proper label to
handle the promotion, physical
release, and distribution of the
new album, and that’s how our
collaboration with Surtur from
Immortal Frost Productions came
to fruition. This left us with more
time to focus on the music,
artwork, and ideology. And our
reach simply wouldn’t be the same
without the support and hard work
put into this release by Immortal
Frost. For instance, it is the very
first time The Stone has had an
official distribution for North
American territories via Season of
Mist. So, we are grateful for
Surtur’s efforts and we are
especially happy with the way Digi
and Vinyl editions turned out.
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The Black Metal scene in neighboring country Bosnia and Herzegovina has been flourishing lately,
mainly driven by the Black Plague Circle with bands such as Sulphuric Night, Nigrum Ignis Circuli,
Deathcircle, Niteris, Void Prayer and Obskuritatem. How is the current state of the Serbian metal scene?
Is there many new blood that is interesting to check?
In all honesty, I’m not up to date on what regional bands have been doing recently. As for the current
underground scene in Serbia, there’s not much of new blood, but there are quite a few bands that have
been around for years and that are still delivering great music. To name some of them, Svartgren and
Zloslut recently put out great Black Metal records, in 2020 and 2019, respectively. Death-Thrash
legionnaires Infest have made a fucking awesome Death Metal album, “Psychosis”, due to be released
this May. There are other ones of course, but these few comrades stand out for me at the moment.
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In an interview with Metal Jacket magazine, I read that front man Glad was really enthusiastic about
the movie “Ex-Drummer”, dealing about three disabled rock musicians that are looking for a drummer.
The movie is based on the novel of Herman Brusselmans, one of my country’s most famous
contemporary writers. I agree it’s a great movie with a fantastic atmosphere and soundtrack. Why did
he like it so much?
Yep, I fucking love “Ex-Drummer”. It’s so much fun. First of all, it’s an extremely well-made flick with
amazing cinematography. The antagonists are developed, fleshed-out characters and you gain ample
insight into their miserable, deranged existence. Last but certainly not least, the soundtrack is absolutely
great and goes well with the entire feel of the movie. Another reason why “Ex-Drummer” made such a big
impact on me is that some scenes and situations resembled my own chaotic lifestyle at the time, so it was
fairly easy to relate.
Thanks for the interview!
Thank you for your interest and support! Hope to meet you on The Stone’s next European tour when all
this shit blows over, somewhere around 2030 hahaha. For the rest of you maniacs reading this, do check
out The Stone and our latest album “Kosturnice”. Slava!
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